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Equally Happy: Celebrating Happiness Through Sustainability
 

"What makes me happy?" is a question we all ask ourselves,
understanding that the concept of one single universal answer would
be impossible to provide. Whatever the answer to this plaguing
question may be, the important thing is that we all aspire to have a
healthy, stable life. The UN resolution 66/281 comes to celebrate
exactly that: our universal desire to be happy and free.
 
Jayme Illien founded the International Day of Happiness in 2006,
hoping to promote freedom and development. Illien has based this day
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life happier?", is a question that voters do not usually ask themselves, at least not
directly. Unlike other countries, Bhutan, has adopted a different approach. Instead of
focusing on Gross Domestic Product (GDP), the 4th King of Bhutan Jigme Singye
Wangchuck declared that the concept of Gross National Happiness (GNH) is far more
vital than GDP. Since then, Bhutan has been directing its policies in the direction of
happiness. The country has grounded the principles of stability and well-being in its
constitution, and has even taken tremendous measures in order to preserve its
environment (3). On the international level,  Bhutan  has  helped  initiate the resolution 

Over the years, as the United Nations (UN) developed the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG),
the International Day of  Happiness  has  started  to  promote  these   aims   too. The UN Deputy
Secretary General, Amina Mohamed, declared that these seventeen goals,  which come to create
more sustainable  societies,  are  necessary  prerequisites  for  well-being  (2).  For  this  exact

reason, happytalism seeks to advance the SDGs in order to achieve global happiness
by 2030. These SDGs include putting an end to poverty, receiving quality education,
and living in healthy environments.

What about the political
side of happiness?
Countries do not aspire to
be happy, and lawmakers
often focus on their own
interests rather than on
those of the people. Even
citizens, when going to
vote, do not take
happiness into
consideration. "Will this
party/candidate  make  my 

on the new economic approach/paradigm "happytalism", the purpose of which is to replace the
traditional economic approaches. Happytalism, unlike other philosophies, places well-being and
happiness (as the name suggest) on the top of the priority list (1).



of the International Day of Happiness which assisted in celebrating the day within the
frameworks of the United Nations(4).
 
 
Taking all of the discussed aspects into consideration, it comes as no surprise that the
International Day of Happiness falls on March 20th, the beginning of spring in most
countries, a season which many people associate with happiness. March also contains
several days which are dedicated to the celebration and commemoration of
achievement and equality, such as International Women's Day (March 8th) and
Mother's Day (March 21st) in some parts of the world. However, perhaps the strongest
reason that this important day falls on March 20th is the fact that the twentieth day of
this particular month marks the equinox, a day where the twenty-four hours are split
equally between the day and the night. On this day, the Earth is in a state of complete
balance, an ideal situation which humans should aspire to achieve in order to get a
grasp on happiness.
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Celebrating on March 20th can therefore have a great influence on raising awareness.
If you are looking for ways to commemorate happiness, look no further!

2- Spread happiness: happiness is not an element
which gets reduced when you share it! Shared
happiness can benefit both sides. When you
share your joy with another person, your
happiness increases dramatically. Therefore, do
not hesitate to help spread a smile on a person's
face when you have the opportunity.

1- Do something you enjoy: in the midst of
everyday stress, we often forget to take a break
for ourselves. Work and school are of utmost
importance. However, an occasional break is
necessary in order to lead a successful and happy
life. Therefore, take a small break and do
something you love in order to get back on track.
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Whatever you do and however you choose to observe the International Day of
Happiness this year, keep in mind that you should always celebrate joy! While
March 20th is a vital and important day to step back and celebrate happiness, we as
humans can only attain happiness, justice, and equality by continuously spreading
happiness all year-round, rather than limiting the celebrations to only once a year.

4- Try to advance one of the SDGs: after all, a
happy life means a sustainable and stable life. As
shown above, the UN Secretariats, Bhutan, and
Jayme Illien, all see that the promotion of the
SDGs, is the promotion of happiness. You do not
have to go as far as passing a law in the
parliament, even a small gesture of change can
and will suffice.

3- Stand up for the vulnerable: achieving
justice is key for achieving happiness. Equality
and just-treatment gives everyone equal
opportunities to thrive. Thus, by helping a
person in need, you make someone's life a bit
happier. Each individual matters, and so any
help, no matter how small, is always
appreciated.
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MESSAGE FROM THE AUTHOR
For the International  

Day of Happiness

"Do not spend you life
asking when happiness
will come towards you.
Go one step ahead and
find happiness in the

present, in every
situation in life."

- Mariana Akkawi -

Mariana Akkawi, 19, from Nazareth, is currently a second year

B.A. student of English Language and Literature and Political

Science at the University of Haifa. A passionate writer and

academic at heart seeking to expand her knowledge and

experiences, Mariana was early to begin her Model UN journey.

Starting from high school, as she began her academic studies in

Haifa two years ago, Mariana quickly joined the HaiMUN

society. Since then, she has attended many conferences,

national and international, first as a delegate and then as a

chair. 

Recently, as she sought to expand her skills and involvement by

giving back to others, Mariana joined IMUNA's marketing team

as a content writer. There she hopes to combine both of her

study areas (English and politics) in one place as she takes her

journey one step further.


